
CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION

·Fixa prob. space (1, 2, 1) throughout.

aditioningevent

Bef LetE, Ibe events. Theprobabilityof Egiven I is
-

R(EIF) :=A
E R

·Interpretation:
⑧

CF, ZnE) is a new prob. space. F
-
x[ArF:Acz}

El(EIF) is a new prob. measure on (F,InF) (check!)

·Ex: Cancer No

Smoker 8 32 pancetswoke)totheNo 16 304

·Relation with independence:

EHF) IP(EIF) =P(E) If PCF)F0.

· Exsupposeyouknow
that

your friendhas2cite
the

I Whatisthe probability thatthe other child is also a girl?

F=36a, a, B6, BB3 (older first),
D=uniform.

F:"atleast one child is a girl", E= "both children are girls"

sa",a, Bas sa

->P(EIF)-=.?! Why not Y? -
·Possibly add:Memoryden propertyof Exp, Gom? Bayes formula?
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I could be o

up(talProbability) If a=F,r...r fn them

P(E) =2 IP (E) F:) · (Fi) XEcZ

Il

TE =rEnk) => P(E)=2P(EnFi))

Bayernla

B.F. allows to swap theorder of conditioning:

P(FIE) =PEE* =P(r) I needpr
L.T.P.

EXA hikerwent missing
in the wilderness.

She is one of thethree regions with prob's 0.5, 0.3, 0.2. S=s

I Whenever anyone is lost in region 1,

the search is successful with prob. 0.4,

and for regions 2,3
it is0.7 and 0.8...

Asearch in region I was unsuccessful.

What is the prob. that the person's in region??

= "The hiker is in region; ", sele

Ne= "the search
in region; is unsuccessfull

P(V, (R,) P(R,)
-P(R,IV,) =PCR(r,(2)P(z) + PCU, IR)cr

(1 -0,470,5
- 75 --

(-0.4)0.5 +1x0,3 +1x0.2
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· Similarly, priceusethe Gizsch!
· Thu, the por probabilities P(R,, P(Re), PCR)got updated
tothe perior probabilities P(R,IU), P(R21Y), P(P3IU.D.

PRIOR POSTERIOR
-
-

linitial degree of belief) (degree ofbelief after
incorporating new info unb

·totes 0.3751 os5
123

Another search in reg. 1 isunsuccesful

->prob's are furtherupdated to

·2tosl (check!
Remark Bayesian model of eig-
-

Sext-image generative Al, spam filtering, etc.)
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Det letX be a riv. and Ibe an event.

The conditional expectation of X given F is

#XIF):=
· Ex: X:lifetime, Fismoker -> E(XF) =expected lifetime of a smoker.
· This def is more general than the previous one, if we define

PCEIF) ==E(1E IF].
So we will work with aexpectation from now on.

More generally;

additioningandalgebra

Det letX be a riv, andECIbe a ralgebra.
the expectationof X given E is a r.v.Y satisfying

(i) Y is F-measurable -
i.e. [YeB3-F Be

B

(ii) E(-1r] =E(X1r] FFEE

Notation, Y=E(X1=).
·NB:EIX15) is a variable

-

Examples: -e.g."Smoker"
(a) LetF= Ibe event,F==UF)=[4, F, F,}

=>EIXIE) =(*(XIE) it
Foccurs a life expectancy of smokers

EIXIFY ifI does notoccurslife expectancy of nonsmoters

Proof (i) isconstanton X and i

a)

-

=>BB, HE3 -B is , F, Form
Fre

-

YAr=E(XF] if
F occurs

I Lib If not -3
=>e I.

=>E(-1) =E(XIF].P(F) =E(X15). Similary for F? 4,2. B.
-
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(8) More generally, consider a partition
2=F, r ...Fr

and let E:=+ (F., ..., Fn). Then

A (x15) =E(X)=i) ifFi occurs. (Check!)

e.g.F,=(person's age e/0,10)), Fz = (ge(10,20)3, . . ,Fo=(gee [90,1003
X =person's height.
- E(x15) takes on 10 values -are nightin each group

(2) Same example, in the analytic form:
X=X(w)

R=10,13, I=B(A), IP=bebesque meane.
N

#(X)5)(w)

X:10,1)-R an integrable function.

-EX =YX(w) da I

#(X1Fi) =iX(a) du 0
Fi Ez Fz F I"

#(X157(t3 =il Xaldw ifthe Fi

marks
(a) For the rest&algebra F= [4,23, E(X15)

=(x)

For the fest 5-algebra F =Z, E(X12] =X

Intermediate I ->interpolates between Elx) and X.

(8) I encodesandinformation (e.g.smoking habit, age, ...)

E(X15) encodes the best prediction of Xgiven that info

No info -> EIX) All info ->X(exact)

(2) General def. ofEIXE] allows us to condition on events

of probability =0(e.g. are heightof a 204.0, person)
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3,Uniqueness

Anintegrable r.v. X and XF-algebra FCZ,

(i) E(XIE) exists

(i) and is unique:ifY, Y'are both cond.exp's

of X given E, then Y=Y as.

&Existence isbased on:

Nikodymherasethe R=buntable union of male sets with finite measures)L

letmir be two infinitemeasures on (S,z)

Assume VM (abeecontinuous)*-(M(r)
=0 =r(F)=0f+5)

Then IE-measurable function of:S -10,4)

Sit v(F) =(fdn * F =I
F4:

=(f1fdx

~ wos X20 (otherwise decompose X=xt-x

· Define v(E):=E(X1r), FeF.

· Then is a finite meron
(a,5)

⑮
Since EX*

joby monotone convergence
the

van**,**) = (X 11.) =2r(ri)

· UP (if P(F)=0 then E(X1r) =0)

· Apply RNT=> Ef=:Y which is I-integrable and

E(X1) =(YdP =E(Y1r] F F + F. B.

-Uniqueness*Assume E(X1r) =E(r) =E1r) FFEE
Subtract -> E((Y-YAr) =0. Apply for F ==(y-y'=0) =

E(j-Y =0. Similarly, E(-Y=0.

Add -> El-Y'(z0 -> Y =Y'a.s.
B
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